Technology Leadership

Accelerated Master’s Programs (AMP)

Earn your bachelor’s and master’s degree in five years instead of six:
• 3 years CMU undergraduate (any major)
• 4th year combined undergraduate + graduate study
• 5th year at Heinz College

INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

TECHNOLOGY + BUSINESS + ANALYTICS

The Master of Information Systems Management Accelerated Master’s Program (MISM-AMP) prepares you to transform organizations for the digital age, blending technical and leadership skills. This world-renowned degree is for students who will become the next generation of technology leaders. The MISM program’s Business Intelligence & Data Analytics (BIDA) pathway is ideal if you wish to become an elite data scientist.

Learn more about Admissions & Financial Aid:
- MISM-AMP
- BIDA Pathway

INFORMATION SECURITY POLICY & MANAGEMENT

CYBERSECURITY EXPERTISE

The Information Security Policy & Management Accelerated Master’s Program (MSISPM-AMP) is for future cybersecurity leaders who want to make governments, organizations, and private citizens safer in an increasingly connected world. MSISPM gives you the blend of technology, analytics, and management skills you need to stand out in this critically important industry.

Learn more about Admissions & Financial Aid:

How to Apply: Interested students apply during their junior year for enrollment in their senior year. Click on the “Admissions & Financial Aid” links above to view detailed application information and sample schedules for Heinz College AMP students.

Connect With Us: Visit our website to schedule a visit, attend an on-campus event or view a live or prerecorded webinar. You can reach us at hnzadmit@andrew.cmu.edu or by phone 412.268.2164.

GRE/GMAT not required for CMU undergraduates.

heinz.cmu.edu